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Adaptive Appearance Modeling for Video Tracking:
Survey and Evaluation
Samuele Salti, Andrea Cavallaro, Luigi Di Stefano

Abstract—Long–term video tracking is of great importance
for many applications in real-world scenarios. A key component
for achieving long–term tracking is the tracker’s capability of
updating its internal representation of targets (the appearance
model) to changing conditions. Given the rapid but fragmented
development of this research area, we propose a unified conceptual framework for appearance model adaptation that enables
a principled comparison of different approaches. Moreover, we
introduce a novel evaluation methodology that enables simultaneous analysis of tracking accuracy and tracking success, without
the need of setting application-dependent thresholds. Based on
the proposed framework and this novel evaluation methodology,
we conduct an extensive experimental comparison of trackers
that perform appearance model adaptation. Theoretical and
experimental analyses allow us to identify the most effective
approaches as well as to highlight design choices that favor
resilience to errors during the update process. We conclude the
paper with a list of key open research challenges that have been
singled out by means of our experimental comparison.
Index Terms—Adaptive Appearance Models, Video tracking,
Evaluation Methodology.

I. I NTRODUCTION
RACKING a previously unseen target in video streams
is an important building block for the automation of
many image-based tasks, such as behavior analysis, annotation of image sequences, natural human-computer interfaces
and autonomous navigation. Long–term tracking in real-world
conditions is made difficult by several factors, including illumination and pose changes, occlusions, deformable targets,
distractors and clutter. Video trackers rely on an internal
representation of target appearance, the appearance model,
which is compared to measurements extracted from incoming
frames at candidate target positions to estimate the most
likely target location. To create the appearance model and
the measurements, trackers project image regions at candidate
target positions onto lower dimensionality feature spaces that
highlight relevant information for the tracking task. [1].
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Fig. 1.
Proposed block diagram of the unified framework for model
adaptation in video tracking, which consists of the building blocks highlighted
by a thicker box line. The state estimation block represents a generic tracker
that receives as input the incoming frames and uses an internal representation
to model targets in order to estimate their state.

Early trackers kept the appearance model fixed throughout
a sequence [2]–[7], while focusing on robust localization
and matching strategies. Recently, several methods have been
proposed to track targets while evolving the appearance model
in order to adapt it to changing imaging conditions [8]–[16].
Appearance model adaptation introduces several challenges,
such as the need for simultaneous fulfillment of the contradicting goals of rapid learning and stable memory. This is
referred to as the stability/plasticity dilemma [17]. Adaptive
trackers also incur the risk of including wrong measurements
while updating the target model, thus leading to drifts from
the target. To avoid drifting, model adaptation has to be robust
to outliers generated by the appearance of the background or
other objects that may partially occlude the target. Finally,
an adaptive tracker must be able to evaluate on–line (without
ground truth) the quality of the estimated target location, so
as to adjust accordingly its contribution to model update.
These challenges, together with the different solutions adopted
to address them, make the evaluation and the choice of an
adaptive tracker a difficult task.
In this paper, we propose a unified conceptual framework
that identifies the common building blocks of trackers that
perform adaptive appearance modeling (Fig. 1). The framework is general and can accommodate in its model also video
trackers designed to work with a fixed appearance model..
We also propose a novel quantitative performance evaluation
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methodology, independent from thresholding, which simultaneously considers the accuracy of the tracking estimation
and the ability of the tracker to maintain a long–term successful operation. According to the proposed framework and
based on the proposed evaluation methodology, we perform
a comprehensive review of existing methods and conduct an
in-depth experimental comparison using publicly available test
sequences. We critically discuss the performance of different
algorithms in various real-world scenarios and highlight their
strengths and weaknesses. Finally, based on this analysis,
we list the main open research challenges in adaptive target
modeling for video tracking.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces
notations and definitions that will be used throughout the
paper; in Section III, we propose the general framework for
target model update; in Section IV, we present and discuss
the proposed evaluation methodology; next, Section V describes the selected trackers and test sequences and Section
VI presents the experimental comparison. Finally, Section
VII summarizes the main contributions and highlights open
research challenges.
II. N OTATIONS

AND

D EFINITIONS

{Im }km=1

Let Ik =
be an image sequence. A video tracker
estimates a sequence of hidden variables Xk = {xm ∈ X ⊂
Rd }km=1 , where X is the state space and xm is the estimated
target state at time m. Xk is the trajectory of the target up to
time k. The target state includes position and, optionally, other
geometric or kinematic characteristics such as scale, aspect
ratio, orientation with respect to image axes and velocity. The
target state can be represented as:
xk = [ x y ] ,

(1)

with x ∈ {0, . . . , W − 1}, y ∈ {0, . . . , H − 1}, W and
H denoting the image width and height, respectively. This
choice results in a fixed–scale, fixed–aspect–ratio and fixed–
orientation tracker [11], [13]–[16], [18]–[20]. Other trackers
allow for isotropic scale variation [4], [5], [21]:
xk = [ x y σ ] ,

(2)

R+
0

where σ ∈
is the ratio between the initial and the current
width and height of the target. A–BHMC [22] accounts for a
non–fixed aspect ratio:
xk = [ x y σx σy ] ,

III. A

(3)

with σx , σy ∈ R+
0 denoting the ratio between the initial and
the current width and height, respectively. IVT [23] and AMFT
[24], instead, include orientation θ as state component:
xk = [ x y σ θ ] ,

of the previous state so as to enforce temporal smoothness [1],
[26]. The estimation of xk is based on assigning a score Cki to
each candidate. Examples of scores are the weight of a particle
in a particle filter [5], the similarity in the feature space in a
mean-shift tracker [4] or the confidence of a classifier in a
tracking–by–detection approach [11]. We shall refer to the set
of pairs x̂ik , Cki as the confidence map Ck .
Let Ak denote the instance of the overall appearance model
used at time k and ak+1 the part of the model estimated from
frame Ik . In order to estimate xk and Ck , trackers compare
Ak with measurements from Ik . Non-adaptive trackers learn
(or acquire) Ak once either off-line or on-line using the first
frame(s) of a sequence and then keep the model unchanged
throughout a sequence. Adaptive trackers update the model
Ak over time by estimating ak+1 from xk and Ck and then
merging it with Ak , yielding Ak+1 . According to the type of
the adopted appearance model, trackers can be grouped into
three classes, namely generative, discriminative and hybrid
trackers.
Generative trackers drive the localization procedure using
a maximum–likelihood or maximum–a–posterior formulation
relying only on the target appearance model [8], [9], [21],
[23]–[25], [27], [28]. Generative appearance models represent object appearance without considering its discriminative
power with respect to the appearance of the background
or other targets. Discriminative trackers localize the target
using a classifier that learns a decision boundary between
the appearance of the target and that of the background
or other targets [10]–[16], [18], [29], [30]. Finally, hybrid
trackers use a combination of the previous two approaches.
Examples include switching between discriminative and generative observation models according to targets proximity in
a multi–target scenario [31]; using co–training [32] between
a long–term generative observation model and a short–term
discriminative one [33]; using several generative models but
discriminatively learning in each frame the weights to combine
them in order to maximize the distance to the background
appearance [34]; storing and updating two generative non–
parametric models of target and background appearances and
using them to train a discriminative tracker in each frame
[20]; or using a generative tracker to bootstrap a discriminative
tracker [15]. Adaptive trackers will be discussed in details in
the next section.
UNIFIED FRAMEWORK

FOR ADAPTIVE TARGET MODELING

In this section, we identify and compare the common steps
(Fig. 1) performed by adaptive trackers in order to carry out
appearance model update.

(4)

with σ ∈ R+
0 , θ ∈ [0 . . . 2π]. Finally, ClosedLoopMatting
[25] combines tracking with automatic matting of the target,
thereby extending the notion of state estimation to the ability
of precisely estimating the target silhouette in each frame.
Trackers consider several state candidates x̂ik in order to
estimate the current state xk . Candidates are drawn according
to a variety of sampling strategies, typically in a neighborhood

A. Overview
Given xk and Ck , a set of samples {sik } of the new target
appearance is extracted from the current frame. Discriminative
trackers extract a set of samples also from the background.
These samples are hard-labeled (l ∈ {−1, 1}) or soft-labeled
(l ∈ [−1, 1]) as target or background, thus yielding a labeled
sample set {si,l
k }.
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TABLE I
R EVIEWED M ETHODS . T HE TRACKERS CONSIDERED IN THE
EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON ARE IN BOLD . L EGEND : SL: S AMPLING
AND L ABELING ; FSR: F EATURE S ET R EFINEMENT; ME: M ODEL
E STIMATION ; MU: M ODEL U PDATE ; CS: CURRENT STATE ; CSC:
C URRENT-S TATE -C ENTERED ; FL: F IXED L ABELER ; AL: A DAPTIVE
L ABELER ; FAL: F IXED AND A DAPTIVE L ABELER ; CT: C O -T RAINING .
BP: B LENDED P IVOT; PA: P IVOT A DDED ; PT: P IVOT T RACKING ; LS:
L ABEL S WITCH ; ROF: R EDUNDANT AND O UTLIERS FILTERING . DUF:
DIRECT USE OF FEATURES ; NCT: N EW C LASSIFIER T RAINING ; CU:
C LASSIFIER U PDATE . LM: L AST M ODEL ; SW: S LIDING W INDOW; R:
R ANKING ; B: B LENDING ; C: C LUSTERING ; S: S UBSPACE ; M: M ANIFOLD .

Template Update
IVT
AdaptiveManifold
WSL
OnlineAppearanceModel
AMFT
VTD
Ensemble Tracking
Non-Parametric Tracker
A-BHMC
Co-Tracking - SVM 1
Co-Tracking - SVM 2
CT - Generative
CT - Discriminative
Adaptive Weights
Discriminative Features Sel.
GMM Clustering
Boost
SemiBoost
BeyondSemiBoost
MILBoost
PROST
DataDriven
TLD
CLM - Short Term
CLM - Colors
CLM - Long Term
STRUCK

[9]
[23]
[27]
[8]
[28]
[24]
[21]
[11]
[20]
[22]
[12]
[33]
[34]
[10]
[35]
[13]
[18]
[29]
[14]
[36]
[30]
[15]
[25]
[16]

SL

FSR

ME

MU

CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
AL
CS
CT
CT
CT
CT
CS
CS
CS
CS
FL
FAL
CSC
FAL
AL
AL
CS
CS
CS
CS

PT
BP
PA
LS
ROF
BP
BP
-

DUF
DUF
DUF
DUF
DUF
DUF
DUF
NCT
DUF
DUF
CU
CU
DUF
CU
DUF
DUF
DUF
NCT
NCT
NCT
NCT
CU
DUF
CU
DUF
DUF
DUF
CU

LM
S
M
B
B
B
SW
SW
R
LM
SW
SW
M
SW
B
LM
C
R
R
R
R
R
S
R
LM
B
C
R

Next, samples are projected onto the feature space F,
generating a set of labeled features {fki,l }. Features can then be
filtered and/or selected in order to provide a more representative feature set {f̃ki,l̃ }, l̃ ∈ [−1, 1]. In case of filtering, the set of
features may be pruned to remove outliers or augmented with
reliable features. During this phase, labels may be switched
or modified. In case of selection, the most effective features
for tracking the target in the current frame are identified out
of the set of available features.
Given the refined labeled features, the appearance model
ak+1 of the target in the current frame is first estimated and
then merged with the previous model Ak , so as to attain the
model Ak+1 to be used in the next frame for state estimation.
Table I summarizes adaptive trackers within the proposed
framework.
B. Sampling and Labeling
Given xk and Ck , the sampling and labeling step selects
regions from the current frame to be used to update the
appearance model and, in a discriminative tracker, classifies
them as belonging to the target or to the background. To
distinguish between the labeling and the tracking classifier we
will refer to the former as labeler.
Current state sampling uses only the region defined by
xk to update the appearance model [8], [9], [21], [23].
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Discriminative trackers use as background appearance samples
from a region surrounding xk [10], [11], [13], [16], [25].
This approach assumes the tracker output to be correct and
only subsequent stages may mitigate the effects of a wrongly
estimated xk . For example, STRUCK [16] couples this simple
strategy with an elaborate model update stage, which is based
on the use of Structured-Output Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) to mitigate the effects of wrong labeling [42].
Current–state–centered sampling extracts samples from the
region defined by a neighborhood of xk [14]. Samples extracted in proximity of xk are grouped in bags of samples (and
at least one sample from each bag is assumed to be a target
sample), whereas samples from the outer sampling region are
used as background samples. Assuming the state to be at
most just slightly off-target, subsequent stages disambiguate
the uncertainty left in the target samples, for instance by using
Multiple Instance Learning [14].
Co–training sampling combines two sub-trackers deploying
independent features [12]. Each sub-tracker aims at discriminating the cases that are ambiguous for the other sub-tracker,
implicitly assuming that, in a given frame, one of the two
features can correctly track the target. The state xk is given by
combination of the outputs of the two sub-trackers, whereas
the sampling and labeling for appearance model update of
each tracker is carried out independently within the co–training
framework [32]. Each sub-tracker provides training samples
to the other. Target samples come from the global maximum
of the confidence maps, while background samples are taken
from local maxima.
When an external labeler is used, samples are extracted
in the region defined by xk and its neighborhood but not
labeled according to their position with respect to xk . Samples
are soft–labeled as target or background according to the
confidence of the labeler [18], [20], [29]. The use of a labeler
to guide model updates aims at breaking the self–learning
loop, when the tracker output is used to update the appearance
model that, in turn, is used to produce the next tracker output.
The labeler can be fixed, adaptive or a combination of both. A
fixed labeler, such as an object detector or a similarity function
with a fixed pivotal appearance model, is trained off–line or in
the first frame(s) and no longer updated [18], thus limiting the
degree of adaptability of the tracker. No assumptions are made
about the correctness of the current state, besides the proximity
to the target. An adaptive labeler is either a similarity function
with respect to the previous model [20], [30] or an object
detector trained on-line using the tracker output [15]. This
approach does not assume reliability of the current state but
requires that no sudden changes happen in the evolution of the
target or background appearance. This assumption is relaxed in
the LOOP strategy [15]: the appearance is allowed to suddenly
vary if it becomes similar again to the previous appearance
in a limited number of frames; all the appearances between
these two events are considered as positive samples of the
target appearance. The degree of adaptability in such methods
(the maximum variation in appearance between consecutive
frames and the number of frames in the LOOP strategy) is
dictated by hard thresholds. As it uses the previous model or
a detector trained with the previous target appearance to label
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF THE FEATURES USED BY ADAPTIVE TRACKERS . F EATURES ARE LISTED UNDER TWO GROUPS BASED ON WHETHER A TRACKER USES A
PART- WISE OR A TARGET- WISE OBJECT REPRESENTATION . ’*’ INDICATES THE USE OF MULTIPLE TRACKERS OR MULTIPLE WORKING CONDITIONS ,
HENCE NOT ALL THE LISTED FEATURES ARE USED SIMULTANEOUSLY. L EGEND : SF: S TEERABLE F ILTERS [37]; LBP: L OCAL B INARY PATTERNS [38];
CFB: C OLOUR F ILTER BANK [10]; B O F: BAG OF F EATURES ; HOG: H ISTOGRAM OF O RIENTED G RADIENTS [39]; ISM: I MPLICIT S HAPE M ODEL [40].
Part-wise

Single
Mixture
Selection

Pixel
RGB
[35]

Patch
Gray
[15]*

[11], [20]
[31]*, [25]*

[25]*

Histogram
Colour
HOG

[29]

Haar Filters
SF
[8]

[11], [20],
[31]*, [25]*
[29]

Haar-like
[15]*, [36]
[16]
[13], [18],
[29], [14]

Target-wise
Histogram

Template
Intensity
[9], [23],
[30], [28], [27]
[33]*, [16]

HSI

Edges

[21]*

[21]*

current samples, this approach is prone to drift due to self–
learning, although the loop depends on models rather than on
states. Finally, a combination of fixed and adaptive labelers
can be used [29], [36]. The fixed labeler is trained on the
first frame and never updated, whereas the adaptive labeler is
used to label samples for model update. This method aims at
reducing the risk of drifting due to self-learning by controlling
when the labeler is updated. The labeler is updated when the
tracker and the fixed labeler are in agreement [29] or when
the adaptive labeler is in agreement with one of them [36].
However, this approach has comparable limitations on the
degree of adaptability with respect to those deploying a fixed
labeler, as we shall see in the experimental evaluation.
C. Feature Extraction and Refinement
The features extracted for each sample si,l
k of Ik produce
a set of labeled feature vectors {fki,l }. These features can be
categorized as part–wise or target–wise and are summarized
in Table II.
Part–wise features are extracted from small patches or even
individual pixels. Part–wise features make it possible to reason
explicitly about occlusions and, potentially, to avoid using
features from occluding objects to update the appearance
model. They also help dealing with the approximation inherent
in modeling targets as rectangular objects, by allowing features
inside the target bounding box to be classified either as
foreground or background. Popular part–wise features are Haar
wavelets, mainly due to their invariance to affine brightness
changes and to their low computational cost, as they can
be computed efficiently in constant time with respect to
the wavelet size by integral images [43]. Another popular
representation uses RGB values and a coarse Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) of a small image patch [11]. This
choice trades descriptiveness for robustness, since a small
patch makes it easier to handle partial occlusions and target deformation. In contrast, target–wise features represent the whole
target appearance, such as by means of a target template [9],
[23] or color [4], [34] and gradient histograms [21], or their
combination [12], [33]. Histograms tolerate target rotations
and scaling without explicit appearance model adaptation,
whereas templates need to be coupled with an appearance
model update algorithm [23].
Given the features {fki,l } extracted and labeled from the
current frame, the feature set refinement step processes the
features and the labels in order to obtain a modified set {f˜ki,l̃ }
that is more effective for appearance model update. Two main

Contour

Colour

HOG

LBP

BoF

[41]*, [12]*, [24],
[31]*, [34], [16]

[12]*, [33]*,
[24]

[41]*

[34]

CFB

Detector

Ellipse

Head

HOG

ISM

[34]

[34]

[41]*

[41]*

[10]

strategies can be followed, which can be deployed alternatively
or sequentially: feature processing and feature selection. In
feature processing, a tracker can perform sample checking or
use a pivot. Sample checking is based on the assumption that
it is possible to define a priori samples that are not suitable to
perform model update given the current appearance model.
Adaptive trackers can perform redundant sample removal,
when feature vectors are too similar to the current model [20],
outliers filtering, when feature vectors are too different from
the current model [20] or label switching, when the confidence
on a target–labeled feature vector is too low and the label is
switched to background1 [11]. The initial appearance may act
as a pivot, under the assumptions that the bounding box in
the first frame is correct and that the target and background
appearance remains similar to initial ones. Features from the
pivot refine the current sample set when they are added to [21]
or blended with the current feature set [10], [34]. Features from
the pivot can be used to refine the feature set also by tracking
them in the current frame, starting from the current state [9].
On–line feature selection is performed when a fixed set
of features is used, whose composition is updated in each
frame according to their effectiveness in the previous frame(s),
under the assumption that the position estimated by the tracker
in the previous frame(s) is correct. This can be achieved
by evaluating the log-likelihood ratio of color values [10],
[25] or can be performed by applying on–line boosting [44]
to weak classifiers that act as feature selectors. The latter
kind of feature selection is a key component of a family
of discriminative tracking algorithms [13], [14], [18], [29]
that performs model update by selecting features according to
their discriminative ability to distinguish the target from the
background. In addition to the inherent risk of self–learning,
one of the main difficulties in performing on–line selection is
due to the different score dynamics and ranges of the various
cues that makes it hard to compare their scores [45]. In fact,
all the cited works except BeyondSemiBoost [29] use only
one kind of features (Haar wavelets or color values).
D. Model Estimation and Update
Given the filtered feature set and labels, a new partial model
ak+1 that describes the target appearance in the current frame
is built. The model estimated for the current frame can be a
non–parametric ensemble of features extracted from the target
or the background. For example, one can use as appearance
1 This is done mainly to counteract the approximation inherent in the use
of a rectangular box as target shape.
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model the array of responses from a bank of steerable filters
[8] or the HSI (Hue-Saturation-Intensity) and edge templates
[21]. The model can be a new classifier, in particular a new
weak classifier to be used in the boosting framework, trained
to separate the target from the background in the current
frame [11], [13]. Finally, the model ak+1 can be represented
by positive and negative samples extracted from the current
frame in order to update a previously trained classifier used
for tracking [16], [33].
Once the model for the current frame, ak+1 , is estimated,
it is merged with the previous overall model, Ak , to obtain
the new overall model Ak+1 . This step addresses the stability/plasticity dilemma.
Five main strategies can be identified for this stage, namely
last model only, sliding window, ranking, blending or subspace/manifold based strategy.
The model estimated in the last frame can be used as the
model for the next frame. This strategy is prone to drift the
most, and it has been used for template update in Lucas–
Kanade trackers [9] as well as in one of the first proposals for
discriminative tracking [10]. Using a sliding window, a fixed
amount of samples/classifiers is kept after a frame is processed.
The newest is added and the oldest is discarded. The sliding
window strategy is used in combination with retraining of
a classifier [12], [33] or by inserting and discarding weak
classifiers in the strong classifier of the boosting framework
[11]. Recently, it has been used also in the VTD generative
tracker, where it provides in each frame the initial set of
features to perform feature selection by sparse PCA [21].
Ranking keeps the most effective samples/classifiers, up to a
fixed amount, after each frame is processed, with the new
one always added. This raises the problem of assessing the
effectiveness of single models on-line without ground-truth.
This problem is usually solved by evaluating them on the last
frame(s) and assuming correct tracking. Boosting of an ensemble of classifiers provides a natural framework to implement
this strategy while simultaneously performing feature selection
[13], [14], [18], [29]. STRUCK [16] ranks support vectors
to perform on-line learning with a budget, i.e. a maximum
number of allowed support vectors.
With blending, samples extracted in the current frame are
blended with previous ones. Although, in principle, this approach is more stable than the previous strategies, because all
the history up to the current frame influences the new model,
it is more prone to drift as the inclusion of wrong samples
in the appearance model cannot be mitigated afterwards. Only
inclusion of correct samples will eventually render the influence of outliers negligible. Such strategy has been deployed
only for generative trackers, as shown in Tab. I. A principled,
though approximate, way to implement this strategy was
proposed under the assumption that appearance is a Gaussian
random variable [24]. In such case, Kalman filtering is used
to estimate the appearance model in each frame, with weights
for blending given by the filter adaptive gain. A subspace [23]
or a set of subspaces (an approximation for a manifold in the
feature space) [33] can also be updated with the new model
for the current frame. A variant of the subspace idea is to
keep only the subspace centroids in the feature space, i.e. to
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perform on-line clustering of the models and retain only the
cluster centers [25] or a GMM approximation of the manifold
[35]. On the one hand, all variants of the subspace strategy
potentially retain all target appearances with a fixed amount of
memory and are the most stable solution. On the other hand,
with such a model, it is difficult to accommodate for sudden
target appearance changes. A forgetting factor may be used
to diminish over time the effect of the oldest samples on the
shape of the subspace/manifold [23], or a threshold on the
number of time steps a cluster is not updated may be used to
discard those expected to be no longer representative of target
appearance [35].
IV. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce a novel compact evaluation
methodology for video trackers. We evaluate the performance
of trackers by simultaneously considering the quality of the
output and the ability to track for a long time interval. We
define this methodology in order to achieve independence of
application-dependent thresholds, since different choices meet
different performance requirements.
We measure the quality of the output as overlap between
the estimated state and the ground truth, by using Dice, dk ,
that for each frame k is defined as [46]
dk =

2|Bxk ∩ BxGT
|
k
|Bxk | + |BxGT
|
k

,

(5)

where Bxk (BxGT
) represents the set of pixels included in the
k
bounding box defined by the estimated state xk (the groundtruth xGT
k ); | · | represents the cardinality of a set; dk ∈ [0, 1],
with dk = 1 in case of perfect overlap. Note that dk is sensitive
to small misalignment of the bounding boxes and therefore
dk ≥ 0.7 usually corresponds to a satisfactory tracking result.
Using dk , we define the Correct Track Ratio [1], namely the
percentage of frames in a sequence where the tracker is ontarget. Usually this condition is determined by considering the
frames for which dk is larger than a threshold. However, in
our methodology we do not fix such threshold and we analyze
instead the curve reporting the Correct Track Ratio versus the
corresponding Mean Dice (Fig. 2), obtained by varying the
threshold. This curve allows one to choose a tracker according
to the application requirements. Frames where the target is not
visible are not assigned a score, whereas when a tracker does
not yield a bounding box in a frame where the target is visible,
we assign it a zero Dice overlap and consider the frame in the
plots.
For instance, let us consider trackers represented with the
yellow and blue lines in Fig. 2. Although both trackers lose
the target for some frames (i.e. their lines do not intersect the
vertical line CT R = 1), the tracker represented with the blue
line is able to track the target longer. If large overlaps between
the estimated state and the ground truth are important for
the application, even though for less frames, then the tracker
represented with the yellow line can provide higher overlaps
than the blue one in 15% of the sequence (the yellow line is
higher than the blue line in the first part of the chart).
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(b)
(c)

(a)

(d)

Fig. 2. Illustrative example of the usefulness of the proposed evaluation
methodology based on Mean Dice (MD) vs. Correct Track Ratio (CTR). An
ideal tracker is represented by the point (1,1), i.e. full overlap throughout the
whole sequence. In general, however, MD decreases as CTR increases. For
this reason the proposed evaluation methodology allows one to visualize the
operational condition of trackers in order to choose the most appropriate to
the constraints of a specific application. For example, considering the purple
tracker, the point CT R = 0.2, M D = 0.81 shows that a Mean Dice as
high as 81% can be delivered by the tracker only for 20% of the sequence.
Conversely, with the green tracker, the point CT R = 0.8, M D = 0.55
shows that if one wishes to track the target for 80% of the sequence a Mean
Dice as low as 55% has to be accepted. Further observations: (a) the red and
the blue trackers fail to follow the target for the whole sequence; (b) if high
Dices are required, the yellow tracker can be used, but it is able to provide
this level of performance only on 40% of the sequence; (c) the black tracker
is the best choice if it is important to track the target for more than 50% of
the sequence; (d) all trackers that intersect the line CTR = 1 track the target
for the whole sequence.

V. E VALUATION

SETUP

In this section, we list and briefly discuss the trackers under
evaluation and their settings. Then, we present the dataset and
categorize the considered sequences according to the main
challenges for trackers.
A. Trackers under analysis
To perform the comparative evaluation, we consider eight
adaptive and three non–adaptive trackers. The use of non–
adaptive trackers is important to evaluate the impact of model
adaptation as well as to assess the relative performance of
adaptive solutions. The adaptive trackers are: Boost Tracker
[13], SemiBoost Tracker [18], BeyondSemiBoost Tracker [29],
A–BHMC (Adaptive Basin Hopping Monte Carlo) [22], IVT
(Incremental Visual Tracker) [23], MILBoost Tracker [14],
TLD (Track Learn Detect) [15] and STRUCK [16]. The non–
adaptive trackers are FragTrack [19], a color–based particle
filter (PF) [5] and Mean–Shift [4].
1) Non–adaptive trackers: FragTrack uses spatially localized histograms defined over two grids superimposed on the
target and deploys integral histograms to efficiently locate the
best matching position. Both Mean–Shift (MS) and Particle
Filter (PF) use a target-wise feature, i.e. the color histogram.
MS efficiently locates the most similar area in the surrounding
of the previous target position by using the MS gradient
ascent algorithm. The color-based PF, similar to MS, uses the
Bhattacharyya distance as observation likelihood but deploys
particle filtering for state tracking to ensure robustness to
distractors.

2) Adaptive trackers: Boost is a simple discriminative
tracker that uses the current state for sampling and labeling,
Haar wavelet of random size and orientation as features, and
performs feature selection via on–line boosting to update the
target representation. Model update is based on ranking and
the score is the weight of the classifier in the boosted pool.
SemiBoost and BeyondSemiBoost aim at breaking the self–
learning loop in Boost by adding priors. SemiBoost uses a
fixed labeler, whereas BeyondSemiBoost uses an adaptive but
slowly evolving labeler in combination with a fixed labeler
trained on the first frame. MILBoost improves the drift-prone
sampling and labeling strategy in Boost by using the current–
state–centered choice. MILBoost relies on the MIL framework
to handle the resulting label noise. Instead of sampling several
positive candidates according to the current–state–centered
choice, STRUCK uses the simple current state for labeling but
then feeds the possibly wrong labeled samples to a Structured–
Output SVM. TLD uses both a generative and a discriminative
tracker. The generative tracker (Lucas-Kanade) self-learns the
appearance model at each frame, i.e. it is highly adaptive. The
output is also used to train on-line an object detector (Random
Forest). The detector is then used in parallel to the tracker
as a sliding window detector on the whole image. The most
confident estimation produced by the tracker or the detector
is used as output. Confident detections not in agreement with
the output are used to provide negative samples to the detector
and improve its performance. If both confidences are low,
the object is considered occluded or out-of-sight. The above–
mentioned trackers do not deploy any stochastic filters to
enforce the temporal consistency, i.e. they implicitly assume
a constant-position motion model and then select as the new
state the one with the maximum confidence in a neighborhood
of the previous state or in the whole frame.
A–BHMC and IVT rely on particle filtering for state tracking to ensure temporal consistency. A–BHMC is designed
to cope with appearance changes generated by geometric
changes: its appearance model is made out of patches that
are allowed to move independently but not to vary much in
appearance, since patches are matched across frames based
on the assumption of brightness constancy. A Generalized
Hough Transform voting scheme allows for estimating the
likelihood of a bounding box out of the freely evolving
patches. Unlike A–BHMC, IVT uses global features for the
appearance model (i.e. the target template). A subspace of
admissible target templates is built on–line via an efficient
algorithm for SVD update. The distance from this subspace
allows for the definition of the adaptive observation likelihood.
B. Experimental conditions
We use the publicly available code from the authors’ websites without modifications for all the adaptive trackers and
FragTrack, while MS and the color–based PF were implemented according to the descriptions in the original papers.
All trackers are initialized with the bounding box from the
ground truth. As for parameters, we use the values reported
in the original papers or in the available implementations.
For Boost, SemiBoost and BeyondSemiBoost, we used 100
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selectors working on a pool of 1000 features and a search
window as large as four times the current window size. For
MILBoost, we used 50 selectors working on a pool of 250
features and a search radius of 25 pixels. Color histograms
for the PF and MS trackers are built in the RGB color space,
with 4 bins for each channel. The gray–level histograms for
FragTrack have 16 bins, the search window has a radius of
7 pixels and the metric to compare histograms is a variation
of the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistic. STRUCK uses a search
radius of 30 pixels, the parameter C of the SVM is 100, a
budget of 100 support vectors and σ = 0.2 for the RBF kernel.
For TLD, the threshold for target similarity during learning is
0.65 and the threshold to detect the absence of the target is 0.7.
For trackers relying on particle filtering, we use 600 particles
for IVT, 200 for the color-based PF and 20 for A-BHMC,
since the Basin Hoping Monte Carlo filter can rely on a smaller
amount of particles. The standard deviation for the noise of the
transition model for the center of the bounding box is 10 pixels
for PF, 3 for IVT and 10 for A-BHMC. The standard deviation
for the noise of the transition model for the bounding box
scales along the horizontal and vertical dimensions is 0.7 for
PF, 0.15 and 0.045, respectively for IVT. The forgetting factor
of IVT is 0.99. As for the observation likelihoods, IVT uses a
standard deviation of 0.25 and A-BHMC uses 30 patches, 20
iterations, and 2.05 and 5.0 as the background to foreground
similarity threshold and the density threshold, respectively.

sequence is the target initialization misalignment even when
using the ground truth. In Box and Lemming, the target is small
and largely untextured and it undergoes partial occlusions.
Moreover, both sequences have more than 1000 frames each,
thereby allowing to assess also the performance of the trade-off
between plasticity and stability associated with each method,
that may not emerge in shorter sequences. We use also
the first 450 frames of Box, Box450, to analyze robustness
to partial occlusions. Faceocc2 shows a face with frequent
occlusions and a permanent appearance change in the middle
of the sequence (a hat is worn by the target), followed by
another occlusion. The first part of ThreePastShop2cor from
the CAVIAR dataset is characterized by total occlusions of
the target while he walks behind two other people at the
beginning of the sequence. Person, the additional sequence,
is characterized by two short-term total occlusions. In addition, the target undergoes severe lighting and scale changes.
Coke, from the MILBoost dataset, presents partial and total
occlusions of a small and untextured target that undergoes
rotations causing appearance changes. Moreover, an artificial
light is placed very close to the target, causing reflections and
illumination changes. Finally, OneStopEnter2front from the
CAVIAR dataset and ISSIA 6 from the ISSIA dataset [47]
exhibit small targets, a cluttered background and moderate
variations of illumination and target appearance.

C. Dataset

This section discusses the results of our experimental comparison based on the experimental setup presented in the
previous section. A summarizing discussion concludes the
section.

VI. C OMPARISON
We use a dataset containing 5900 frames from 11 sequences
(Fig. 4 and 5). The sequences are either selected from the
original papers that describe algorithms under test or are
standard tracking-evaluation sequences. We also include a
sequence acquired for the evaluation, which includes all the
considered challenges in one sequence. Table III summarizes
the main characteristics of the test sequences used in the
evaluation.
The overall dataset allows for assessing the performance of
trackers and testing their robustness with respect to different
working conditions. Dollar from the MILBoost dataset2 and
OneStopMoveNoEnter1cor from the CAVIAR dataset3 exhibit
both sharp and smooth appearance changes interleaved with
several frames of constant appearance. Dollar has no clutter
or illumination changes. This sequence is useful to assess
the degree of adaptiveness of algorithms in a controlled and
predictable situation. OneStopMoveNoEnter1cor helps testing
adaptiveness to appearance changes due to the target deformation and rotation as well as to illumination changes. The
PROST dataset4 presents objects wandering in front of a static,
highly cluttered background. In Board, the target undergoes a
sharp and fast appearance and aspect ratio change when the
board is suddenly rotated. However, the main challenge in this
2 http://vision.ucsd.edu/∼ bbabenko/project miltrack.shtml, last accessed:
25th January 2012.
3 Data coming from the EC Funded CAVIAR project/IST 2001 37540,
found at URL: http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR/, last accessed: 25th
January 2012.
4 http://gpu4vision.icg.tugraz.at/index.php?content=subsites/prost/prost.php,
last accessed: 25th January 2012.

A. Analysis of the results
We will present and discuss the results based on the analysis
of the behavior of the tracker with respect to the following
tracking challenges: rare and continuous appearance changes,
partial and (short-term) total occlusions, and initialization
errors. We will also analyze the behavior of trackers under
wide angle views.
To visualize bounding boxes for each sequence, we report
the result of the closest run to the mean performance of each
stochastic tracker (i.e. the run that minimizes throughout the
sequence the l1 norm of the Dice with respect to the mean
run)5 .
1) Rare appearance changes: As can be observed in Fig.
3, the best performing trackers on Dollar and OneStopMoveNoEnter1cor are TLD, STRUCK and IVT. All these
trackers are able to adapt to the new appearance of targets
and, in Dollar, do not confuse the target with the distractor
in any run. The reason for their success lies in different
configurations of the adaptive framework. Both STRUCK
and TLD are discriminative trackers and their performance
vouches the importance of background samples’ selection for
the classifier update: by letting the classifier itself participate
5 All
the results are available at http://www.vision.deis.unibo.it/
adaptiveAppearanceTracking.html. The results are also provided as supplementary downloadable material for this paper at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
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Fig. 3. Objective evaluation using the proposed methodology for performance comparison, which is independent of thresholds. Trackers that do not intersect
the line CTR = 1 (CTR: Correct Track Ratio) did not track the target for the whole sequence. (a) Dollar. (b) OneStopMoveNoEnter1cor. (c) Coke. (d)
Faceocc2. (e) Box. (f) Box450. (g) Lemming. (h) Board. (i) ISSIA 6. (j) ThreePastShop2cor. (k) OneStopEnter2Front. (l) Person.
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATASET USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION (FPS: FRAMES PER SECOND , O BJECT SIZE : SIZE IN
PIXEL OF THE TARGET AT INITIALIZATION ).

Dollar
Faceocc2
Coke
OneStopEnter2front
OneStopMoveNoEnter1cor
ThreePastShop2cor
ISSIA 6
Box
Board
Lemming
Person

Dataset
MILBoost
MILBoost
MILBoost
CAVIAR
CAVIAR
CAVIAR
ISSIA
PROST
PROST
PROST
-

Frames
0 - 327
0 - 820
0 - 292
684 - 837
110 - 486
330 - 590
415 - 920
0 - 1161
0 - 698
0 - 1336
627 - 1435

in samples selection, either by maximizing the gradient for
the SVM objective function (which basically selects samples
with low overlap with the target and high confidence scores)
or by selecting false detections with high confidence from the
detector output, both methods can select as negative samples
those more challenging for the current model. IVT, instead,
despite discarding background information, outperforms the
other trackers due to its high stability (subspace representation,
see Tab. I) and ability to include rotation and scale in the state
representation.
Adaptive trackers deploying priors are not successful. SemiBoost cannot deal with the sudden appearance change of
Dollar (the red bounding box is not present in Fig. 4b) nor the
target deformation in the CAVIAR sequence (the red bounding
box is not present in Fig. 4f and Fig. 4h). The algorithm
terminates the track due to the fixed external labeler used
for sampling and labeling, which is trained on the first frame
and hence cannot recognize the target after the appearance
change. Interestingly, when the distractor appears in Dollar or
when the target assumes a pose similar to the initial one in
the CAVIAR sequence, the tracker tracks again (as shown in
Fig. 4d and Fig. 4g). Unlike SemiBoost, BeyondSemiBoost
can deal with the sudden appearance change (Fig. 4b) and
handles target deformation (Fig. 4f). This is due to a slowly
evolving adaptive prior in combination with a fixed prior from
the first frame. However, both mechanisms are prone to errors.
For example, the fixed prior misleads the tracker when the
distractor appears in Dollar and the tracker drifts from the
target (Fig. 4c). The use of an adaptive prior is detrimental
in CAVIAR when the target moves in front of the window:
the target bends toward it, uncovering parts of the background
in the bounding box which are included in the tracker’s prior
appearance model making it lose the target (Fig. 4g and 4h).
Boost is not bound to the initial appearance by a prior
and therefore should avoid the distractor and deal with the
sudden change in Dollar: although it overcomes the appearance change, in several runs it tracks the distractor as soon as
it appears, much like SemiBoost (Fig. 4c). This illustrates a
limitation of discriminative trackers: if the most discriminative
features with respect to the background come from a part of
the object, the discriminative model concentrates only on them
without attempting to obtain a full description of the object
appearance. Similarly, MILBoost shows a great variability in
its results: in the presence of similar objects, not even the

Frame Size
320x240
320x240
320x240
384x288
384x288
384x288
1920x1080
640x480
640x480
640x480
640x480

FPS
10
10
10
25
25
25
25
30
30
30
30

Object size
62x98
92x116
24x40
30x60
50x115
95x35
70x120
86x112
195x153
69x113
33x111

current–state–centered sampling strategy in combination with
the MIL framework can guarantee selection of the correct
patches for model update.
A–BHMC is less stable than other trackers: as it allows its
patches to move independently and works under the constant
brightness assumption, it excludes from the appearance model
parts of the target that change abruptly (Fig. 4b). Some patches
are attracted by the distractor as it appears close to the target
(Fig. 4c). Therefore, the output of the tracker lies halfway
between target and distractor (Fig. 4d).
MS and the color–based PF can partially handle the challenges of these scenes, such as the target deformation in
CAVIAR and the sudden appearance change in Dollar, due
to the use of color histograms. However, they suffer from
illumination changes in CAVIAR. In particular, the sharp color
change on the trunk encourages non–adaptive solutions to
exclude it from the bounding box, as shown in Fig. 4f. PF
suffers also from the distractor in Dollar and exhibits a large
variance. The use of part-wise features in FragTrack has mixed
effects. It does not allow the tracker to avoid the distractor
in Dollar but it is effective in CAVIAR, where the tracker
follows the target until the end of the sequence, despite target
deformations.
2) Continuous appearance changes: STRUCK is the best
performer in Coke (Fig. 3c). TLD obtains good Dice overlaps
but loses the target twice, whereas Boost and MILBoost are
the only trackers, together with STRUCK, able to follow the
target for the whole sequence. The difference in performance
between STRUCK and Boost/MILBoost, which use the same
features (Haar wavelet), illustrates the importance of the
sampling and labeling step that is effectively guided by the
classifier state in STRUCK.
TLD is mainly distracted by an occlusion at the beginning
of the sequence (Fig. 4i). This is an inherent limitation of
TLD: if at the beginning of a sequence the Lucas-Kanade
tracker provides wrong training samples (as it happens during
a partial occlusion), the trained detector becomes a persistent
source of errors (Fig. 4j and 4l). Nevertheless, the method
resists this initial noise: the tracker does not adapt completely
to the occluder and overcomes both errors while the target
keeps moving (Fig. 4k).
The longevity of Boost and MILBoost tracks stems from
their continuous adaptation without priors and the use of a
part-based model. The use of priors in SemiBoost and Be-
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Fig. 4. Sample tracking results from the mean run of trackers on selected sequences. The mean run is the run minimizing throughout the sequence the
l1 norm with respect to the Mean Dice of all the runs of a tracker (as defined in Sec. IV). From top to bottom: Dollar, OneStopMoveNoEnter1cor, Coke,
Faceocc2, Box. Color code: Boost (light green); SemiBoost (red); BeyondSemiBoost (yellow); MS (cyan); PF (blue); FragTrack (dark green); A–BHMC
(purple); IVT (orange); MILBoost (pink); TLD (black); STRUCK (dark cyan). (a) 1. (b) 90. (c) 130. (d) 225. (e)143. (f) 252. (g) 393. (h) 461. (i) 5. (j) 47.
(k) 65. (l) 102. (m) 358. (n) 498. (o) 666. (p) 718. (q)184. (r) 249. (s) 313. (t) 353.

yondSemiBoost does not allow them to cope with a sequence
showing several sudden appearance changes. Moreover, the
prior is not informative as the object is relatively untextured,
small and similar to the background. The use of salient regions
in A–BHMC makes it lose the target when an untextured side
of the object becomes visible (Fig. 4k). IVT loses the target
immediately (Fig. 4j), as it does not have enough time to create
an effective subspace representation for the appearance of the
target during initial frames, when the target keeps rotating.
Due to their high stability, subspaces and manifolds are not
appropriate to cope with this sequence. Finally, non–adaptive

trackers lose the target when it starts rotating (see Fig. 4j).
On Person, we tested only those trackers that include the
scale as a state variable. No tracker is able to track the target
for the whole sequence (Fig. 3l) and the overlap of all the
methods is low. Interestingly, the best performers are the nonadaptive trackers, MS and PF. Adaptive trackers lose the target
at the first appearance change caused by non–uniform lighting
of the environment (Fig. 5r).
3) Partial occlusions: STRUCK exhibits the best performance during partial occlusions on Faceocc2 and Box450 (Fig.
3d and 3f), followed by IVT. MILBoost, Boost and FragTrack
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Fig. 5. Sample tracking results from the mean run of trackers on selected sequences. The mean run is the run minimizing throughout the sequence the
l1 norm with respect to the Mean Dice of all the runs of a tracker (as defined in Sec. IV). From top to bottom: Board, ThreePastShop2cor2, Lemming,
OneStopEnter2front, Person. Color code: Boost (light green); SemiBoost (red); BeyondSemiBoost (yellow); MS (cyan); PF (blue); FragTrack (dark green);
A–BHMC (purple); IVT (orange); MILBoost (pink); TLD (black); STRUCK (dark cyan). (a) 106. (b) 167. (c) 543. (d) 679. (e) 330. (f) 443. (g) 467. (h)
506. (i) 359. (j) 454. (k) 548. (l) 985. (m) 688. (n) 710. (o) 754. (p) 821. (q) 627. (r) 707. (s) 877. (t) 1127.

are effective only in Faceocc2.
STRUCK is able to include the appearance of the occluder
among positive support vectors without losing the past appearances (it uses a sufficiently stable strategy for model update,
i.e. ranking, together with a classifier robust to wrong training
samples). A good balance between stability and adaptation is
offered also by IVT. Both trackers adapt to the inclusion of
the hat (Fig. 4o) while rejecting occluders (Fig. 4p), as well as
to the box rotations, motion blur and scale changes (Fig. 4r,
4s, 4t). IVT also adapts to the head-turning (Fig. 4n). Their
success shows the importance of combining a stable model

update strategy to compensate for the over-simplistic currentstate sampling strategy. MILBoost is successful in Faceocc2
because it performs on-line features selection, which allows
the rejection of samples coming from the occluders and always
sticks to the visible part of the face. This strategy turns out to
be not robust in Box450 for two reasons: the visible parts
of the objects are mainly untextured; the occlusion occurs
when the target appears smaller than in the first frame (Fig.
4s), therefore, some background texture is included into the
bounding box. Both factors lead to drift (Fig. 4t).
TLD is effective at handling occlusions (Fig. 4m and 4n) but
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is unable to handle permanent appearance changes: it adapts
to the hand when the subject is wearing the hat and drifts.
Adaptive trackers deploying external labelers for the sampling
and labeling stage (SemiBoost, BeyondSemiBoost) show good
performance in Faceocc2 until the head turns at frame 300
(Fig. 4m). The use of strong priors on target appearance
is an effective solution for partial occlusions (see Fig. 4n,
where the target is considered lost and, as a consequence,
the occluder appearance is not included into the appearance
model), but limits adaptability to appearance changes (Fig. 4o
and 4p). When partial occlusions are coupled with changes in
appearance as in Box450, the use of strong priors is ineffective
(Fig. 3f). A–BHMC shrinks its bounding box in the presence
of occlusions because of its highly flexible appearance model.
It then focuses on smaller, uniform areas (Fig. 4n) that lead
to drift (Fig. 4o). In Box450, the absence of textured regions
onto the target and its blurred appearance in the initial frames
make it lose the target.
PF fails in both sequences (Fig. 4n and Fig. 4r) whereas
MS has similar performance to MILBoost in Box450, thanks
to the invariance of the color histogram to appearance changes.
FragTrack is robust to partial occlusions by design (Fig. 3d).
However, the use of gray-level histograms is not discriminative
enough to follow the untextured black target in Box450.
4) Short–term total occlusions: TLD, SemiBoost and BeyondSemiBoost explicitly model short–term total occlusions.
We employ Box and Lemming for this analysis and also
ThreePastShop2cor for trackers capable to adapt to scale
changes. TLD is the only scale-adaptive tracker that correctly
recovers the target after the first short–term total occlusion in
the CAVIAR sequence (Fig. 5g), though it does not overcome
the second one, ending onto the nearby distractor (Fig. 5h).
Moreover, tracking of the scale is unsatisfactory even before
the first occlusion, yielding low dk (Fig. 3j). On the other
hand, IVT correctly estimates the scale before the occlusion
but stays on the occluder and adapts to it (Fig. 5h). Although
IVT uses as appearance model a stable subspace in the feature
space, the occlusion is too long for it to help. This happens
in Box as well (Fig. 3j), where IVT can overcome the partial
but not the total occlusion.
Among fixed-scale trackers, STRUCK is robust to shortterm total occlusions (Fig. 3e and 3g): it is the only tracker
which is able to follow the target in Box for the whole
sequence and to exhibit higher overlaps than the colorhistogram-based trackers in Lemming. Lemming is interesting
also because other adaptive trackers (MILBoost, TLD, IVT)
are robust to the total occlusion (Fig. 5i) as well as to the
subsequent partial occlusion (Fig. 5j). They lose the target in
the presence of rapid motion and consequent motion blur (Fig.
5k). STRUCK instead is misled by the out-of-plane rotation
at the end of the sequence (Fig. 5l) and drifts (Fig. 3g).
5) Initialization errors: STRUCK is the most successful
tracker in Board (Fig. 3h). Boost, SemiBoost and A-BHMC
drift quickly (Fig. 5b) due to the inclusion of background in
the first bounding box (Fig. 5a). The presence of background
in the initial model is detrimental to handle rapid appearance
changes: when the board turns, no tracker yields an acceptable
overlap (Fig. 5c). Even more stable trackers, such as TLD,

IVT and MILBoost, drift when the target moves away from
the learned background structures (Fig. 5d).
6) Wide angle views: Many visual surveillance scenarios
are characterized by small, untextured and highly deformable
targets moving in a similar background and affected by
lighting variations (e.g. OneStopEnterTwoFront, Fig. 5m).
The best-performing algorithms are STRUCK, MILBoost and
FragTrack that use gray-level, part-based features. MILBoost
outperforms Boost because it is more robust to misalignment
errors thanks to the current-state-centered sampling strategy
and the MIL framework. Trackers relying on priors (SemiBoost, BeyondSemiBoost) are not reactive enough to adapt
to changes of geometry and appearance and are distracted
by clutter (Fig. 5o). Color-histogram-based trackers such as
PF and MS fail as the background has a higher similarity to
the appearance model than the target. Finally, the subspace
update strategy deployed by IVT is too stable to deal with the
continuous appearance changes of the target.
B. Discussion
STRUCK achieves a good trade-off between plasticity and
stability based on the ranking of support vectors and the use
of the on-line structured output SVM framework to guide the
selection of challenging samples from the background; it is
effective in dealing with rare as well as continuous appearance
changes; and it is robust to partial and total occlusions and
misaligned initial states. IVT is reliable in the presence of
rare appearance changes, when the tracker has enough time
to learn the new appearance after a change. However, a
stable strategy, such as subspace fitting, prevents adaptation
to sudden appearance changes and the use of templates is not
always effective in the presence of highly deformable targets.
When the target appearance is continuously changing, more
plastic solutions such as MILBoost and TLD are preferable.
Yet, MILBoost sampling and update strategy can be influenced
by the presence of clutter and distractors and its results
have usually a higher variance than those yielded by IVT.
A non-adaptive solution like FragTrack is more effective than
many adaptive trackers, e.g. IVT and MILBoost, during partial
occlusions.
The use of part–wise features in STRUCK, FragTrack and
MILBoost is key to deal with partial occlusions. In fact, FragTrack relies on a grid of gray level histograms and MILBoost,
TLD and STRUCK use a set of Haar wavelets. When using
target-wise features, robustness to partial occlusions can be
achieved with a stable model update strategy, like subspace
or manifold update. This motivates the good performance of
IVT. Instead, the flexible model used by A–BHMC is prone to
over-fitting while adapting, which results in drifts. Temporal
smoothness must be enforced on the model to avoid drift due
to over-fitting. In a real-world sequence like Person (Fig. 3l),
no adaptive trackers provide acceptable performance. Finally,
in ISSIA 6(Fig. 3i) all adaptive trackers and FragTrack fail.
Only trackers using color succeed.
The conclusions of the experimental results are summarized
in Tab. IV. The last column of the table reports the median
frames per second of each algorithm on the whole dataset. The
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TABLE IV
OVERALL SUMMARY OF THE PERFORMANCE OF TRACKERS UNDER ANALYSIS . T HE SYMBOLS FROM ’−−’ TO ’++’ INDICATE PROGRESSIVELY BETTER
PERFORMANCE . ’0’ INDICATES THAT IN GENERAL PERFORMANCE IS NOT SATISFACTORY ALTHOUGH THE ALGORITHM IS ABLE TO TRACK THE TARGET
IF LOW OVERLAPS OR HIGH VARIANCE IN THE RESULTS ARE ACCEPTABLE . L EGEND : F02: FaceOcc2; CAV1: OneStopMoveNoEnter1Cor; CAV2:
OneStopEnter2Front; CAV3: ThreePastShop2Cor; FPS: FRAMES PER SECOND .

STRUCK
TLD
IVT
MILBoost
FragTrack
MeanShift
ParticleFilter
Boost
BeyondSemiBoost
SemiBoost
A-BHMC

Dollar, CAV1

Coke

Board

FO2, Box450

Box, Lemming

CAV2

++
++
++
+
0
−
−−
0
−
−−
−

++
+
−−
0
−−
−−
−−
0
−−
−−
0

+
−
+
−
−
+
+
−−
−−
−−
−−

++
+
++
+
++
−−
−
−
−−
−
−−

++
+
−−
−−
0
−−
−
−−
−−
−−
−−

+
−−
−
0
+
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−
−−

majority of trackers used in the evaluation are implemented
in C++ without optimizations. Only IVT and TLD are in
MATLAB. The publicly available C++ implementation of
MILBoost that we used is optimized by exploiting the Intel
Performance Primitives. We can distinguish clearly two groups
among adaptive trackers: IVT, TLD and MILBoost run at near
real-time frame rates, whereas A–BHMC, STRUCK, Boost,
SemiBoost and BeyondSemiBoost are slower. ISSIA 6 slows
down all the trackers, because of the larger frame size. IVT
and TLD are the most efficient, despite being implemented in
MATLAB.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
We presented a unified framework for model adaptation
in video tracking as well as a comprehensive evaluation of
recent solutions on a heterogeneous dataset. The evaluation
is based on a novel objective methodology that allows one
to compare adaptive trackers without the need of thresholds.
Performance of adaptive trackers was discussed, together
with the various design choices using the building blocks
identified in the proposed framework. Four trackers exhibited
good performance overall: the discriminative tracker STRUCK
outperformed other approaches, followed by TLD, IVT and
MILBoost. These trackers deploy stable model representations
and updates that are based on support vectors selection, ranking or subspace fitting and update. Trackers that instead aim at
improving the sampling and labeling stage with priors, either
fixed or adaptive, such as SemiBoost and BeyondSemiBoost,
at times do not correctly update the prior and get meaningful
labeled samples over time. From the study, it has emerged that
is preferable to focus on being robust to label noise by letting
the model estimator influence samples selection.
This systematic survey allowed us to identify important
open challenges, related to on-line feature evaluation, on-line
parameter tuning and dealing with multi-modality. The first
open challenge is the on-line evaluation of different types
of features, similar to what was done off-line in [45]. For
instance, most adaptive trackers work on gray level features
only. Moreover, even when they perform feature selection,
adaptive trackers deploy one type of feature only, for example, by selecting size and orientation of Haar wavelets.
An important open issue is therefore to understand how to

Person, CAV3

Median FPS

0
0
+
+

−

8
18
18
12
8
65
8
5
2
3
8

effectively evaluate and select the appropriate features for a
target and the appropriate subset of these features for each
part of a sequence. The second open challenge is how to
expose the level of plasticity of an algorithm through a limited
set of parameters that may be also easily tuned (on-line) by
the algorithm itself. Several proposals use a ranking strategy
for model update [13], [15], [18], [29], but this requires the
ability to evaluate the tracker output on–line in the absence of
ground truth [48]. So far, only the naive idea of evaluating the
model candidates on the current frame has been exploited [13],
[14], [18]. The third open challenge is the ability to deal with
multi-modal hypotheses in the state space when performing
appearance model update. This issue is not taken into account
even by adaptive trackers that rely on the particle filter, such as
IVT. Moreover, several adaptive tracking algorithms assume a
simple dynamic model for filtering and data association.
Finally, since adaptive modeling algorithms have been extended to multi-target tracking [31], [34], [41], an important
future direction of research is to study how to exploit multitarget states to improve the performance of appearance model
adaptation (e.g. by detecting target-to-target occlusions) and
how to evaluate it effectively.
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